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At Hanoi University of Science and Technology
Venue: Room No. 702, Ta Quang Buu Library,
No 1 Dai Co Viet, Hai Ba Trung, Hanoi

02nd October 2014:

Tubemates Final Consortium meeting
(See the Agenda)

03rd October 2014:

“Erasmus Mundus - a successful community of intercultural exchange and mutual dialogue - connecting EU and Asia”
(See the agenda (PDF)

See the videos (05 clips)

**Video 1:** Erasmus Mundus - a successful community of intercultural exchange and mutual dialogue - connecting EU and Asia

**Video 2:** Erasmus Mundus - a bridge connecting EU - ASIA, presented by Tue Trang, EM alumni

**Video 3:** How to achieve excellent education

**Video 4:** Erasmus Mundus Action 2 - Mobilities and Potential cooperation

**Video 5:** Tubemates Project - Transnational Video Competition

04th October 2014:
Networking Meeting in Halong Bay